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Reward offered

THE TIMES THEY ARE A-CHANGIN'

for hate crime
infonnation
of the person or persons who are
responsible for defacing Hakim's
car. Anyone with information about
Faculty, staff and students this crime can contact UPS Director
showed their support during a Miles Heckendom at 255-3453 or
meeting Monday for a faculty call Crime Stoppers.
member who was recently the
'"The fact that you are here today
-victim of a hate crime.
helps us understand the intensity of
1bey also discussed ways to this hate crime," said McKay, who
address diversity issues at SCSU.
spoke at the meeting in the
The meeting was called by Education building.
Joane McKay,
:_'_I'm sorry it
dean of the
had to happen to
faculty to receive
college
of
attention," Hakim
education, in
response to the
said.
hate
crime
The meeting
is
committed
was opened to
against Semya
evefyOne in the
Hakim,
a
room to say why
human
they crune to the
relations and
meeting and give
direction of how suggestions about
multicultural
education
preventing racial
we deal
professor. On
harassment and
Oct. 28, Hakim
hate crimes at
discovered
scsu.
swastikas
Les Green
''This is an
carved into her
opportunity to
UNIVERSITY DIRECTOR OF
car.
change
the
CULTURAL DIVERSITY
Suzanne
direction of how
Williams. vice
we deal with
president of Academic Affairs and these things," said University
Eugene Gilchrist, vice president of Director of Cultural Diversity Les
Administrative Affairs, were Green.
notified the ne;r;t day. McKay said
Director of Minority Studies,
Gilchrist promptly
involved Robert Johnson said he is outraged
University Public Safety.
by recent events 3.nd wants these
Another swastika was carved situations to be dealt with better.
onto the passenger side of Hakim's
Green said the consequences for
car on Tuesday.
those who commit racist acts
The university is now offering a should be swift and severe.
$5,000 reward for information
Go m DIVERSITY, PAGE 5 •
leading to the arrest and conviction

by Mandy Jackson
CO-NEWS EDITOR

This

an

Shane Opatz/PHUTO f,DIT()R

Junior Jessica Bonertz, concerts committee coordinator for UPB since last spring, worked to
hang posters w~h other committee members Tuesday in Atwood Memorial Center. Toe
Wallflowers will be performing on campus ~1 8. See related story, page 12.

opportunity to
change the

with
these things.

Sound
@U
Silence
■

Junior Becky Maxey
and freshman Kitty
Monahan are forming a
new organization to help
explain and educate
about the differences
between the worlds and
cultures of the deaf and
the hearing. They have
created Silent
Expressions.

See story Page 11

Bus pass price looms in limbo
Proposal not in
favor of winter
discounted pass
by Riley Worth
A SSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

During new business tonight at
the weekly meeting of Student
Government, a resolution will be
presented to the voting members
regarding student passes for Metro
Bus use during winter quarter.
The resolution, sponsored by the
Campus Affairs comQ1i ttee,
proposes that Student Government
not participate in helping to fund
the added cost that would go along

I

:w:~ I

with keeping the quarter bus pass at
$10. The resolution will either be
voted on during tonight's meeting
or next Thursday's meeting, barring
no major impediments.
"Naturally, I'm disappointed,"
said David Tripp, executive
director of Mass
Transit
Commission and Metro Bus, of the
resolution.
Numbers taken from fall quarter
projected that 1,600 people would
purchase a bus pass for winter
quarter at the $10 price. He figured
it would affect sales but not
drastically, because it is winter
quarter.

"Now people are used to the
convenience of not having to start
up their car and catching the
campus clipper," he said.
According to Tripp, a decision
needs to be made soon because his
company needs to get the passes
printed with the correct price,
whether it be $10 or $21.
If the resolution is successful,
the passes would be back up to $21,
unless
MTC
and
SCSU
administration are able to find an
alternative way to fund the revenue
loss. This possibility, Tripp said,
will be tough given the limited
amount of time before passes must
be printed.

Go m BUS, PAGE 4 •

Racial issues pervade women series
ii
by Samantha Kleinfehn
STAFF WRITER

Racial and sexual harassment at SCSU has
led the headlines, which in tum has provoked
discussion of all sorts.
A presentation on racial and sexual
differences was featured as part of the Women
on Wednesday series yesterday.
The presentation discussed the importance of
building community, valuing and celebrating
differences and seeking knowledge to suppon a
satisfying college experience.
"People try to be politically correct, but they
offend us by asking rude questions," said Lynnett
Harvey, a member of the Council of African
American Students.
According to CAAS member sophomore
• Darci Konsor, it is very hard to fit in on a
predominantly Caucasian campus like SCSU,
and she feels very offended when total strangers
ask her what nationality she is.
"If you want to ask someone a personal

question about themselves, you must ask the
The biggest problems with racism and sexual
question in the right context," said Heather orientation issues are usually in the residence
Sammons,
graduate
halls, Konsor said. The things
assistant at the Pink
that have been happening
Triangle Resource Cen~.
-recently in the residence halls
"and we must address
unprovoked, he added.
others when they say
Harvey said she lived in
something
that
is
the residence halls her first
~~::.r,ropriate to someone
scf~~:C:;ts

'~o ~i°fi~~

:o inter:~::t stude~!i~~
background or a sexual
~:~tation other than their
Harvey said some
students of color do not
want to go to school at
SCSU because they do not
want to deal with the
segregation.

People try to be
politically correct,
but they offend us
by asking nule
qu~estions.
Lynnett Harvey
COUNCIL OF AFRICAN
AMERICAN STUDENTS

---------

:~~~ ~~;her:s~:~c::
~f;:~~~~u~t~~l; i:~
~~f;:1!~:w~ 0 m:~;scm:
about each other and to build
frien~i:~~~t~~i;~d

sai:~,

involved in many different
kinds of organizations to try
to find their true identity."

Go ro SERIES, PAGE 4 •
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'Meyer for Mayor'
slogan now a reality

Larry Meyer, 48, an alumnus of SCSU

and Student Government, will take another
political position of power.
willterm
begin
his M,yec
four-year
as

the Mayor of St.
Cloud on Veteran's
Day, Tuesday. ~e wi ll

be sworn
Monday.

m
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Meyer won 6,138
votes, 60 percent,

to Gerry Donlin 's
3,999
votes,
39
percent.

.,\

·

1ARRY MEYER

Meyer, the owner

of numerous local businesses including
Meyer Associates, will take over for Chuck

Winkelman, who is retiring.

Meyer won in every precinct, including
the poll on campus, 23 votes to 16 for Donlin.
Donlin, 66, will return to his post as a St.
Cloud City Council member.

lwo of three city
council positions
filled by incumbents
Steve Gottwalt, 36, finished third in the
voting on Nov. 4 for open St Cloud City
Council scats. It was gbod enough to become
the city council's newest member.
He garnered 4,817 votes, almost 600 votes
ahead of fourth place finisher Mike Landy.
Gottwalt finished behind leading vote
getter John Ellenbecker, and Woody Bissett,
both incumbents.
The open position was left by Larry

WHAT'S
HAPPENING
TODAY
Speaker
Noon in Atwood Little
Theatre. Peter Kinew will
present MEnvironment Issues
& Native Traditions.~

International Film
Series
7 p.m. in Atwood Little
Theatre. "The Revolt of
Jobe."

FRIDAY
Speaker
10 a.m. in South Voyageurs
Room in Atwood Memorial
Center. Eduardo Ooryan,
Costa Rica's minister of
education will speak on
educational perspectives in
Costa Rica.

Film
7 p.m. in Atwood Little
Theatre. MThe Spitfire Grill"
will be shown Friday and
Saturday.

MONDAY
Recital
8 p.m. Recital Hall in the
Performing Arts Center.
Hugh Givens, bass-baritone,
will perform in a faculty
recital.
To submit information for the
events calendar, mail · it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St Cloud, MN 56301-4498.

Index
News ................................... .3-5

Commentary/Opinion ..........6/7
Sports ...................................... 9
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Classifieds .................. ............ 14

Meyer, who was elected mayor.

Fishing in Lake

Politicians challenge
the media to a game
of basketball

George?

In a fundraiser for United Way of St.
Cloud some local politicians will take on
some media personalities.
Slated "Politicians vs. The Media
Basketball Shoot-Out for United Way," the
event is scheduled for 7:30 p.m. Nov. 20 at
Halenbeck Hall.
Approximately 60 players will compete.
Playing for the Politicians will be such wellknowns as Lt. Gov. Joanne Benson, Sen.
Dave Kleis, Rep. Jim Knoblach and St. Cloud
City Council President Sonja Berg.
Among The Media roster will be St.
Cloud Times Executive Editor Susan Ihne.

STATE

More bad news
for Clinton in
Whitewater case
In a bizarre WhiteWater-related
discovery, a repair shop owner
opened the trunk of a tornadodamaged car and found a cashier's
check for more than $20,000
payable to Bill Clinton from his
fonner partner's savings and loan,
grand jury witnesses say.
The discovery last spring of the
1982 check and thousands of other
documents missing for IOyears has
opened a new line of inquiry by
prosecutors into whether Clinton
testified accurately about his
relationship with James and Susan
McDougal and their failed

IN HlsTORY...
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City Attorney Jan Peterson-said
his office found 19 judgments
against Mark and Debra Mimbach,
owners and operators of three South
Side apartment buildings.

CoRREOlONS
The following corrections from
the Nov. 2 issue should be noted:
Comments made by Jerrae
Williams in the Nov. 3 issue in the
story, "Race issues brought to
forefront" in reference to Christy
Hovanetz and Nate Lassila had to
do with issues other than those
discussed at the Student
Government meeting on Oct. "30.
In "Some election votes
declared invalid due to mistakes,"
the judiciaJ council as whole, was
in charge of counting votes.
"Acapulco still a Spring Break
destinati0n," should have read,
Gustafson said his company has
never sold Acapulco spring break
programs in the Midwest, and that
it does sell Acapulco in the West.

Rep. Joe Opatz wants to restore the quality
and interest in Lake George and is accepting
ideas.
He is asking anyone interested to attend a
meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the St. Cloud
City Council Chambers.
Some current ideas include expanding the
lake, protecting it from Highway 23, reestablishing the connection between the lake
and the Mississippi River and making. it
fishable.
Last winter, the once popular winter
skating place, had to ban the sport. Skating
likely will be banned again this winter due to
its poor condition.
Lake George was once seven blocks long
and two and a half blocks wide. It banks once
ran up near St. Mary's Cathedral.

& NATION BRIEFS

Arkansas savings and loan, the
witnesses said.
The president swore under oath
last year that he "never borrowed
any money" from the McDougals'
failing Madison Guaranty Savings
&Loan.

President Clinton private lawyer
scoffed Wednesday at the discovery.
"Documents found in the trunk of
an old and long-abandoned used car
may have the authenticity and
credibility of a newly discovered
and
freshly
written Elvis
autobiography," David Kendall
said.
The documents were found in
the trunk of a 1979 or 1980
Mercury Marquis damaged when
tornadoes swept across Arkansas
last March, according to the garage
operator and the car's owner.

Wal-Mart offered to buy I
million pairs of Levi's to help a "a
fellow American company," a WalMart spokesman said.
Levi's plans to decline, a
spokesman said, noting that the
With its share of the men's jean~ company exited the lower-priced
market dropping from 48 percent in jeans market earlier this year when
1990 to an estimated 26 percent, .., they sold the Britannia line.
Levi Strauss & Co. is cutting back.
Levi's "is not a discount brand,"
It announced this week it will close company spokesman Gavin Power
11 plants in four states, putting said.
nearly 6,400 out of work - 34
Then there are simple fashion
percent of its manufacturing work problems, including the fact that
force in the United States and Levi's "massive" jeans have legs
Canada. Last February, Levi's that are 23 inches around, rather
announced 1,000 job cuts.
than the newly popular ones with
Levi's survived the Jordache legs that are 40 inches around.
look in the 1980s, and now it's
Gordon Shank, president of
trying to regain its footing after Levi's American division, says
getting knocked around by the likes going after young shoppers is the
of Tommy Hilfiger, Calvin Klein first step in regaining some of those
and even Sears.
sales.

Levi's forced to
cut ba~k, shuts
down 11 plants
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Broad opportunities in chemistry
by Shawn Neudauer
MANAGING EDITOR

Chemistry students graduating
should find favorable employment
opportunities in 1998, according to

a report published in the Nov. 3
issue of Chemical _& Engineering
News.
The weekly publication is
produced by the American
Chemical Society and each year
presents ·an employment outlook
report. This year's outlook is
described as the most favorable
since the late 1980s.
The job market for chemists and
chemical engineers is favorable
because
many
companies
restructure" and downsized in the
early 1990s and are now ready to
hire more people. The trend began
in 1996, after a bleak year in I 995,
with many chemical companies
hiring chemists and continued in
1997
with
phannaceutical
companies · hiring
chemical
engineers and chemists.
Many companies recruit on
college campuses around the
country. Recruiting over the last
two years has increased markedly
and is likely to continue in 1998,
according to the report.
The report also notes chemists
are being hired at all degree levels.
Professor Nathan Winter, Ph.D,
is SCSU's phannaceutical major
adviser. He said many students
don't look for work right away.
"Our graduates typically go to
graduate schools or to other ty:pes of
higher education-facilities," Winter
said "We don't have many students

going l'n.to the work force right
away."
Winter also said the chemistry
major at SCSU is a difficult
program and includes 40 ·students.
Not all students go on to higher
education. David Belinski has less
than 20 credits left in his chemistry
degree at SCSU. When he left
school in 19%, he went to work for
Steams County as a Mobile
Household Hazardous Waste
Collection specialist.
"My job is to go out to
communities in Steams County and
pick up household hazardous
waste," Belinski said. "I took the
job to pay bills and earn some
experience in my field."
Belinski plans to finish school
before fall of 1998 in order to avoid
the semester conversion.
"Once I graduate I plan to look
for work somewhere else. I'd like to
find a company I cOuld grow in.
About the only thing I'd rule out is
teaching. I want to work where I
can learn about the world around
me. Chemistry is such a broad field
with so many applications. It's not
like talcing a business degree where
you know what you'll be doing in a
year or two."
-LaTrease Garrison is a staff
associate for the Experiential
Programs and Chemistry Office of
-the education division of the ACS.
Her office is responsible for
gathering infonnation about
internships, co-operative programs,
study/work abroad programs and
service learning programs for the
ACS for distribution. Garrison's
office has two directories which

Kristine WhiJe!STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Teaching assistant Nate Ockwig answers junior Kevin Bechtold's questions about multichannel
analysis of the gamma spectra of cobalt and cesium during Radio Chemistry 415 Wednesday
afternoon. Ockwig is pursuing master's degrees in biochemistry and information management.
may help chemists before they
leave school. The Directory of
Experience Opportunities and the
School Reference to Experiential
Programs in Chemistry provide a
listing of companies and schools
which offer internships, cooperative arrangements and service
learning opportunities. The DEO
lists about I00 companies offering
experience-based programs such as
internships and the SREP lists

nearly 160 schools which offer
programs of a similaf type.
While SCSU has no official
program in place, Winter said the
faculty do go to lengths to provide
students with op()Qrtllnities outside
school before they ~uate.
''We have students every year
who are interested in working in the
field before they leave school," he
said. "Sometimes we send them to
other, larger universities to enter

programs or to companies which
offer a similar program."
"Our program is tough," he said.
"Students have a good chance of
finding a job because there aren't
many good chemists."
To get more infonnation about
the directories offered by ACS or
about the organization, visit their
web site at www.acs.org or e-mail
LaTrease Garrison at epic@acs.org.

,.,.,<:,-

Write place at the right time Obscure
Center gives help
contract
with English skills to
students
·
defined for
students
by Ben Johnson

The Write Place is definitely the place
to be when having trouble with writing the
English language.
This program was founded for the
purpose of helping students to better
understand the rules, structuring and style
of writing. The staff are well trained and
eager to assist the writer with whatever
kinds of problems they can present them
free of charge.
The Write Place deals not only with
papers but with a variety of compositions,
such as resumes, job applications and
graduate theses. They can also advise the
writer on the documentation of a resource
in tricky situations like the internet or a
journal.
Some of the most trivial seeming
matters are the most commonly dealt with
in the Write Place. Veteran tutor Carrie
Schroeder said, "A lot of the questions that
we are asked have to do with students'
understanding of their professor's
assignment We are happy to help students
interpret assignments."
The Write Place is not about just
proofreading work in order to correct it
What they will do is look for patterns in the
writer's mistakes and show them how to
fix them.
Director Judith Kilborn said, "It's much
easier to see the mistakes on somebody
else's paper than your own. What we
will do is figure out what you are missing
and present you with some choices."

by Kristin Albrecht
CO-NEWS EDITOR

Sara Kirk/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Graduate student Michelle lten assists sophomore Amir Jamal Friday in the
Write Place, Riverview Room 118. lten has tutored English for five years.
According to Kilborn, students
should not be concerned that the Write
Place will change the meaning of their
work.
"Students always make final decisions
on their own ideas. We just help them
organize their work and provide them with
a number of options to pick from" Kilborn
said.
When planning to use the facility, there
are a few simple steps one should follow to
be successful in utilization. The first is to
make an appointment To accomplish this,
either stop by the first floor of Riverview,
orcall 255-2031.
Usually they do pretty good business,
but getting someone to help shouldn't be
a problem if the writer comes in early
enough. "Students shouldn't be scar_ed
off by a full schedule. We find that
students who are persistent about

checking in hardly ever have trouble
trying to find a spot." Kilborn said.
People should also show up prepared to
discuss the problems and strengths of their
work with someone at the Write Place.
Most importantly a person has to plan
ahead. "We get people coming in here with
papers that are due a couple of hours before
they bring them in. This is really frustrating
to me because I don't have the time to
teach them what they need to learn."
Schroeder said. This program is a very
useful and accessible tool of which to take
advantage. Think of it as a great way to
polish up on writing skills while perfecting
a project. Don't be afraid to give it a try.
"A common misperception is that it
is like a punishment to come here. Hey,
we're studenlS too, and we are here to
help, not to judge," Schroeder said.

With the end of fall quarter rapidly approaching,
studenlS are getting ready to take final exams and
prepare for the upcoming quarter.
• Part of this preparation involves selling their used
textbooks to local bookstores or putting the books
into the student book exchange. All of these choices
have advantages and drawbacks, and students need
to decide which is best for their situations.
An agreement between SCSU and W.W.
Company, Incorporated, the company who has the
exclusive right to operate the campus bookstore, has
been effective since July 1, 1993. This agreement
states the Contractor, W.W. Company, Incorporated,
shall "maintain price levels which are competitive
with other Minnesota collegiate bookstore
operations."
The first part of the price levels section of the
agreement states, "Sales price of required textbooks
and other works shall be sold at the greater of list
price of 25 percent over vendor cost." Assistant
Manager Charles Ward said the publisher sets the
price of most of the books, not the bookstore. He said
books are different than other items because of their
copyright laws.
This means only one publisher is allowed to
publish a book. No other publishers have the rights
to that book.

Go ro CONTRACT, PAGE 4 •
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Internet Center
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established to
promote
technology
by Christine Larter
STAFF WRITER

Julia PetersonlASSOCMTE EDfTOR

Heather Klowsky (left), Lynnett Harvey and Darci Konsor answer questions at the Women on
Wednesday se~es about racial and sexual differences in South Voyager's Room.
According to Konsor, being involved with the
CAAS has helped her feel more comfortable about
being a student of color on this campus.
"By being involved in the many different
organizations I was involved in, I started to battle
those fears inside myself and I started to grow as a

person," Sammons said.
Harvey said she wishes caucasian people would

see her as more than an African-American person,
because she has other interests besides race relations.

Bus

Junior Heather Klowsky said after listening to the
panelists, she now has a better understanding of

diversity and some of the problems at SCSU.
"Remember, actions speak louder than words,"
Harvey said.
Sammons said when students are going through
their daily routines they should not tolerate people
acting homophobic and they should stand up for what
they believe.

PAGE1

"The $10 promotion was in
conjunction with the MTC's 10th
anniversary of being associated
with SCSU," said
Student
Government president Christy
Hovanetz. "And it was just lhat, a
special promotion There wasn't
talk of anything else."
In the resolution it states "it is
an inappropriate time to request
further funding during a fiscal year
unless a special circumstance or
emergency arises."
The problem is that it's the
middle of our fiscal year,"
Hovanetz said. "It's already the
middle of November. Our budgets
was decided in July. If we did agree
we would have to decide where is
the money coming from, and who's

Contract
1lle vendor cost means some
books don't come in with a net list
and don't include a discount. There
is a 25 percent gross margin on
these books. Ten percent of this
margin goes to SCSU.
What the 10 percent margin is
spent on is decided each year by the
bookstore
committee.
This
committee is made up of three
students, Vice President of
Academic Affairs Eugene Gilchrist
an alumni adviser and a
representative from the faculty
association Christian Rothe, a
member of the bookstore
committee, said the money - is
generally used for scholarships,
recruiting and summer programs.
Rothe said the committee hasn't
convened since last school year and
because of this he didn't know what
the money will be used for at this
time.
Another part of the agreement
states, "Used copies will be
repurchased to meet quarterly
demand at 50 percent of list price
and re-sold at an amount which is
not to exceed 75 percent of list
price."

going to get short-changed?"
To this Tripp asked, "They
don't have a contingency or slush
fund
for
stuff
besides
emergencies?"
The resolution further states
that the Fee Allocation Committee
approached the Tripp last spring
about the continuation of the $10
special beyond fall quarter and the
director did not request subsidy at
that
time
from
Student
Government.
''There is a paragraph within the
current contract whicfi enabled the
three cosigners (MTC, SCSU
administration
and
Student
Government) • to re-open and
amend the quarter pass at any
time," Tripp said.

Tripp did say that if it did not
work out for this year he was
interested in going back to Student
Government before the next fiscal
year and figuring something out
before lhe change to semesters.
Hovanetz
agreed
that
something could very possibly be
worked out for the next fiscal year.
Speaking for the SCSU
administration Barry Wegener said,
"It's Student Government's job to
represent the students. Based on
the information they have, we
respect their decision to advocate
that. I'm sure they' ll have good
reason for their reaction to (the
proposal)."

PAGE 3
Ward said when a student is
selling a . textbook back to lhe
campus bookstore they need to
understand that book may increase
or decrease in value depending on
how many copies were pui;>lished.
He said generally the book will
increase in value after a quarter has
passed.
"Because of the book's inflation,
a book that originally was bought
for $40 may sell for $42," Ward
said. "This means the student
should be receiving $21 for the
used book."
Ward said this only applies to
books that will be used that next
quarter. If professors don't plan to
use that book, then it can be bought
by the National Wholesale
Company.
Rothe said he has heard students
do not always receive the 50
percent they expect when selling
back used books.
'The problem is there is no way
to currently check this," Rothe said.
At SCSU, professors have
complete academic freedom. Ward
said this means they can use any
book for their classes. He said

basically the bookstore doesn't
have the choice of what to use and
sell. Instead, that is the professor's
responsibility.
Ward said the agreement
between the bookstore and SCSU
was set up because students didn't
traditionally have access to
automobiles. Instead, students were
forced to buy and sell their books at
the campus bookstore. The
agreement was designed to ·
protect students using the
bookstore.
Students will have the
opportunity
to
sell
back
their books pretty soon. Ward said if
a student wants the maximum
amount of money they need to sell
theirbooks back to lhe bookstore
right after their exam.
He
also
said
students
are more than welcome to have
their books evaluated to find out
their value without the pressure of
having to decide if they should sell
th.em. All a student needs to do is
bring the book up to the book return
counter and the cashier will tell
them how old the books are and
how much they are worth.

Keeping Minnesota communities infonned is a goal of the Internet
Center established by the Minnesota Office of Technology and SCSU's
Center for Community Studies.
The Minnesota Office of Technology is required to provide
communities with the direction needed for information and
communication technology because of legislature passed in 1997 by
Gov. Ame Carlson.
Executive Director Jo Anne Johnson said the Internet Center was in
the planning process long before it was made a requirement of the
Minnesota Office of Technology.
''There is a certain level of state pride," Johnson said. "Minnesota
has been known as lhe technology slate. We need to make an effort to
maintain that status."
1lle Center for Community Studies was chosen to work wilh the
Minnesota Office of Technology for several reasons. First, they are
centrally located in Minnesota. Secondly, the development of
communities has been focused here, and also 1alent already exislS on the
SCSU campus to work with the Internet Center.
The Internet Center is a nonprofit organization fonned to _help
Minnesota communities look into community networking. It will help
communities to obtain the tools and skills they are lacking. For
exampl~ he infras1ructure of technology and the skills set for
developin'g a web page, Johnson said.
According to Assistant Director John Hamerlinck, the Internet
Center wi ll help communities join the telecommunicating infrastructure
of the schools, businesses, local government and other organizations in
the community so they can benefit from each other, instead of
duplicating what each group has already. The purpose of joining the
community together is to make sure everyone in the community
benefits.
1lle Internet Center will also help communities develop their own
grassroots efforts to connect their community to the future of
technology.
Johnson said communities developing technical support within will
build an economically stable and sustainable community.
An example of community development is Little Falls. A
telecommunications center is planned to bring video conferencing along
with other services to community members in one building. This will
bring economic development because a company does not have to come
to the individual.
Funding for communities to begin projects to develop
telecommunications will be provided through seed funding with the
partnership of the Department of Trade and Economic Development
and other organizations.
The Internet Center already has some projeclS under way.
'The first official project the Internet Center is working on is with
East Grand Forks," Johnson said. "As the-community is redesigning,
lhey are looking towards the future."
With all of the benefits information technology can bring to a
community, it will not take long for people to see the advantages of
what is inevitable anyway, said Hamerlinck.
According to Hamerlinck, the Internet Center is searching for a less
ambiguous, livelier name. To offer suggestions, e-mail John Hamerlinck
at jhamerlink@stcloustate.edu.
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Some students and faculty expressed their
own problems Jlith racism at SCSU.
"I thought about taJdng out an ad in the
Star Tribune telling sllldents and faculty of
color not to come here," said Mike Davis,
professor of teacher development.
Freshman Bakira Cotton said she can't tell
other students -of color to come to SCSU
because of her experiences with racism.
"Does someone have to get hun before we
do something?" said sophomore Sam Bass.

Senior Marvin Lyman said students at
SCSU are customers. "You must give folks
the service they want. The campus has to
change and make a safe place so students of
color can come here," Lyman said.
Debra Leigh, professor in the department
of physical education, recreation and sport

science, said, "How do we teach teachers
how to protect students of color? They arc
just as valuable as anyone else."

Niloufer Merchant, professor of applied
psychology, said, 'There's no simple way to
deal ~ith this. If we have all of this support,
it shouldn't be so hard."
"Where is everyone on a daily basis?
We've met and put down guidelines. Why

isn't it being done?" Merchant added.
Members of the college of education outlined
critical issues of diversity and ways to
address those issues in "Celebrating
Together: A Working Conference on What
We Want the St. Cloud State University
College of Education
to
be."
The
publication came out
of a mini-working
conference on Sept.
26.
"If you are a
teacher - teach,"
Geoffrey Tabak.in, a
professor in teacher

diversity and its place in a changing world,"
McKay said.
"We can't rewrite history but we can
dictate the future," said Shahzad Ahmad,
director of Minority Student Programs.
"I want to work on a campus where all
people
are
respected," said
Williams.
"It sickens me
that this is the
climate at St.
Cloud and not
everybody
is
outraged," Hakim
said
Hakim said
~:v!~J;:n~the~~
Suzanne Williams
the
strongest
bring up diversity
VICE PRESIDENT OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
testimonies at the
issues
in
their
• meeting
came
classrooms no matter
from students of
what they are teaching.
color who were there. "Every person of color
"In this college we will react with I've taJked to has had something happen to
education. We will begin by raising these them," Hakim said.
issues in all of our classrooms," McKay said.
Hakim said there needs to be an
"We are committed in this college to awareness that a hate crime is not a joke.
"We will continue to find ways to show
educating ourselves continuously about

I want to work on a
campus where all people
are respected

support, not only for Semya, but any
individual on campus who may find the need
for support in these areas," McKay said.
McKay said she hoped people found a
safe environment at the meeting where they
could speak out about issues on their minds.
"I was pleased there were as many people
there as were there," Williams said. She said
these issues need to be addressed in · the
curriculum.
Williams said she was glad students felt
they could speak out at the meeting.
Gilchrist pointed out St. Cloud has been a
homogeneous Community for a long time and
said there are insensitivities built into its
culture. He said SCSU has been at the
forefront of the community to la1k about
these issues.
Gilchrist said harassment of any sort
diminishes the entire.campus community. He
said these incidents must not be accepted as
inevitable, and the focus should be on
identifying the perpetrators. "Until the
average person stands up and says this is
unacceptable, these things are going to go
on,"Gilchrist said.

Graduate
program
approved
by Richard Wells
STAFF WRITER

Deborah Boelz, director of Big Brothers/Big
Sisters of Minnesota, had been caking classes at
Hamline and College of St. Thomas, but she can
now attend nearby SCSU, thanks to a new graduate
program titled Public and Nonprofit Institutions.
Approved a month ago by Minnesota State
Colleges and Universities and the University
Programming Board, classes counting toward the
graduate program will be offered to SCSU gradualc
students beginning winter quarter. Officially, classes
will begin fall of 1998.
The program was prOJX)sed by the economic and
JX>litical science departments three years ago, but
had to await a lengthy approval process before
becoming an official program.
"Surveys of. nonprofit institutions were 1ak:en to
see whether there would be a positive response to the
program," said Patricia Hughes, professor of
economics and director of PNI. "Final approval was
motivated by the amount of positive sentiment
shown by employers."
'There is a need in the nonprofit world for people
with this type of education. Nonprofits are
businesses and need professional people who
understand that to manage them," said Boclz.
The public sector's growth is projected lo be
substantial, according to Hughes. The program was
designed to keep up with that growth and to close the
gap in SCSU's economic and political graduate
programs concerning government and nonprofit
institutions.
"Government and nonprofit organizations are a
whole different ballpark than private institutions,"
Hughes said. "Nonprofit and government companies
don't sell products, so gauging the value of service
becomes more difficult."
There will be three differem ways to go through
the program. One requires a thesis, another requires
an internship and the last requires a starred paper. A
starred paper is similiar to a thesis but less rigorous
than a thesis. All require 27 core credits with nine
hours of electives, except the internship, which
requires nine hours of electives and nine hours of
internship.
The program is going to be a practical course
designed to give students experience working with
volunteers, fund-rai sers, government regulations and
other special needs of public and nonprofit
organizations.
Evening and Saturday classes will be available.
Anyone with any questions"about PNI can contact
Patricia Hughes in the economics depan.ment ;ti
255-2227.
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EDITORIAL

How are we dealing

PHILADELPHIA DAl!..Y NEWS

Philadelphia
USA

with~at~
There should be no room for racism at SCSU, but it
is presently a serious issue on campus. There was a
documented incident. There have probably been more
incidents that have taken place but haven't been
documented, and many more will take place.
The incident that took place on campus has gotten
some publicity in the Chronicle and many people are
talking about it on ·campus. Many want to know who
did it. Many can't believe a racist incident took place.
Still some are backing up \he people who were
involved in the racist activity.
• Students brought these issues to the Student
Government and wanted some answers. People at the
meeting wanted more things to be done on campus so
this sort of activity would stop and stuoents of color
could live like any other students on cameus. Student
Government is supposed to represent the students of
SCSU - all students of SCSU. No decisions were
made during the meeting as far as dealing with the
racial issues on campus, at least none of which the
students of SCSU are aware.
President Bruce Grube wrote a letter to the
Chronicle in the Oct. 30th issue in response to the
racial incident. He wrote about how he was outraged
by the incident and how we as students, faculty and
residents of St. Cloud need to gather together and
fight racism. Nothing was said about the action that
was going to take place in dealing with the students .
involved in the racial incident.
In the last issue of the Chronicle a student wrote in
to the Opinions page about this incident. An important
issue was raised by this student - if President Grube
says there is no room for racism at SCSU why are
these students still students? What is really going on?
It doesn't seem that anyone is doing anything about
this racial incident or other racial incidents. It seems
that the students, faculty, and residents will have to be
the ones to take action. Do the only thing that is right.
Don't allow future racial incidents to happen in St.
Cloud. Work at treating everyone fairly no matter
what color they are. Stop others from treating anyone,
no matter what their color or sex, unfairly and explain
to them why their actions are wrong. Racism can be
stopped at SCSU and in St. Cloud. ·
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STAFF OPINION
KRISTIN ALBRECHT, CO-NEWS EDITOR

Racial issues demand attention
Welcome to White
Cloud State University.
This is a name I have
heard this university called
since I moved
here three years
ago.
I never
thought I could
take that name
seriously, but
after recent
events on
campus I'm
starting to think twice.
I can't believe people
have such little respect for
others.
We are all going to this
university together yet we
have to be told how to live
together.
We attend classes
together and maybe attend
the same clubs and
organizations. But for the
most part how much time
do we spend learning about
other cultures and
experiencing how they
view life?
I lived with two Native
Americans during my first
two years of college.
I experienced their
culture, I attended powwows with them and grew
as a person because of
them.
The more I learned the
more open-minded I
became. I grew up living
12. miles away from Grand
Casino Hinckley.·People

looked down on Native
Some may think we are
making too big of a deal ·
Americans. I was told they
were drunks who didn ' t
about two racial incidents.
want to work because they
I feel it is not enough.
are lazy. They just sit
Our job at this paper is
back and watch the
to report the news. This is
casino prpfits roll in.
news if you like it or not.
We are attending a
At this point a number
university that on the
of suggestions are being
outside welcomes
made to help alleviate
diversity. It's the
these situations.
inside that counts,
Among-these
though, and I don't
suggestions is to make
think we
students
welcome
attend
diversity as
culturalmuch as many
sensitivity
ofus want to
training.
lfwekeepon Wouldn't
believe.
After
this cause
listening and
resentment
reading about
borders, no one more than
what
help the
will ever learn situation?
happened in
Mitchell Hall.
how to live with If people
I feel
are forced
and respect
_to attend
disgusted and
ashamed to be
this
each other.
seminar, do
a student of
SCSU.
you really
"Then to top everything
think they will listen? We
off, a professor on this
need to treat people as
campus has been targeted
individuals.
again because of her race.
If we keep on putting up
Where is this going to
borders no one will ever
stop? Do the minority
learn how to live with and
students on this campus
respect each other.
have to stage riots in order
This university's job is
to be heard and
to teach us how to cope in
the "real" working world.
recogniz~d?
One thing I am proud of
Until people on this
is how this paper has dealt . campus can look past the
with the issues placed
color of a person's skin,
before it.
this won't happen.

putting up

• •
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Dismissal possible for
student in England
On Oct. 26, a student on the
Alnwick, England study abroad
program came.home to the castle
intoxicated. He had apparently been
out with his homestay and had too
much to drink. I was there that night
and his behavior might result in his
dismissal from the
OvERSEAS
program after fall
COLUMNIST quarter. For

Office for Student Life and
Development.
I have been disturbed by this
because I couldn't understand why a
student with academic promise, a
good friend of mine, and a big
brother to many of us was being
removed. It was hard to accept and
some of us refused.
Four students have written letters
in favor of LC, asking those in
~s::~~.e~!ieiri be . authority to reconsider their
referred to as LC. decision. Now I understand that
LC walked
rules are rules and if you break them
into a room down you must pay the consequences. I
the hall from me
personally wrote asking those who
in Lion's Tower
made the decision to justify their
and started
action. I haven't received a response.
laughing
I have reviewed the resident
KAmEE
hysterically. I
guidelines andfound what I feel
MORGAN
heard the laugh
justifies their decision. There is a list
and wanted to know what was so
of 10 first offenses which result in
funny. So I entered the room to find
dismissal from international
LC intoxicated and rolling around on progra'mS. Number one is the reason
the floor giggling. This was quite a
I feel explains their decision to
funny sight to see while in a sober
remove LC. It states, "conduct or
state of mind. A few of us played
behavior threa~ening to the safety or
around with him for a while, teasing well-being of self or other'' is
him and trying to carry him to his·
grounds for dismissal from the
room. Well, we evidently weren't
Alnwick, England study abroad
strong enough because we failed.
program.
About 15 minutes later, LC
Now that rule clearly reflects why
asked me to help him to his room
LC's behavior on Oct. 26 was
and he gave me the key. I walked
grounds for dismissal if I am
down the hall and opened the door.
interpreting it correctly. However, I
LC was not behind me, he was
was there that night and he did scare
standing against the wall and
me. But shouldn't it be left up to
looking like he was going to lose
those in the community whether they
whatever was in his stomach. I
truly felt he was harmful to their
helped him to the toilet and he did
safety that night? LC is no doubt a
his business.
big guy but after the fact it seems
I left the bathroom for a brief
that students are willing to fight to
moment to attempt writing a paper
keep him here.
when I heard lots of noise coming
I feel that LC should be provided
from the top of the stairs. It was
with an alternative means of
paramedics racing to where LC was
consequence. It was my
and I was worried. I knew
understanding that at our orientation
it was LC.
prior to coming over here, we were.
When I reached the hallway I
told there would be counseling
found LC surrounded by the
service provided in situations like
residents of Lion's Tower along with these. I feel that LC should be
some paramedics. He appeared to be offered some counsel on this
convulsing. All of us were worried
situation.
as he was violently throwing himself
LC can appeal the decision to the
around the hallway and no one
Center for International Studies or
seemed able to contain him.
the Office for Student Life and
About an hour and a half after
Development, but can he do that
this incident began, the doctor
only after he is sent home and out of
arrived. I was at the front gate to
money in which he has paid for the
greet him. They managed to get LC
program?
on a stretcher and the situation
It simply seems like a high price
was not pretty.
to pay for drunken behavior. LC has
It continued to go downhill when
definjtely learned that and I think it
the next day, LC informed us that he has made the students studying here
had a meeting with the academic
more aware of the consequences of
director and resident director and
such actions.
they told hiIJJ he would be dismissed
I hope LC can fight to stay here.
at the end of fall quarter for his
Many of us will miss him if he is
behavior. To my knowledge, this was sent home.
the decision of the Center for
Internatiollal' Studies and/or the

I

The disturbing confession of a columnist
After 31 years of Chronicle reading, I
nominate Aimee Gapsiewicz,the liveliest
and wittiest of its columnists. But the
Nov. 3 issue had a disturbing side,
namely the confession of Marty Sundvall.
That a newspaper man and fonner
editor, at that, would brag he will vote in
an election about which he knows
nothing, not even who the candidates are

and what the issues are, confinns the
general street opinion that most
newspapers don't know their asses from a
hole in the ground.
For those of us who still believe in
newspapers, the Sundvall's of the world
we can do without.
Ted Sherarts
Art Professor

Ask the
university
WANT SOME ANSWERS TO YOUR QUESTIONS?
SEND YOUR LETTERS TO:
UNIVERSITY CHRONICLE
13 STEWART HALL
ST. CLOUD, MN 56304

Letter Policy
Letters must include:
Name
Year in school (if applicable)
Major in school (if applicable)
signature
Letters are recommended to be under 350
words.
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Mankato breezes
to easy road win
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

The fact that Wednesday's match was the

finaJ home match for the seniors on the SCSU
volleyball team didn't seem to matter to the

Mankato State University volleyball squad, as
they rolled to a 15-2, 15-2. 15-12 victory at
Halenbeck Hall.
The Huskies, (7-22 overall, 3- 13 North
Cen1ral Conference) fresh off a sweep over
Morningside College and the University of
South Dakota, could not take advantage of the
momentum gained from the weekend as the
Mavericks set the tone early with a 15-2-first
game victory.
SCSU Head Coach Dianne Glowatzke said
the first game loss set the table for the rest of
the evening.
"If we would have came out in the first
game like we played in the third game, it
might have been a different match,"
Glowatzke said.
The Huskies could not muster any
of
flow until the third game, when SCSU jumped
to a 12-6 lead and looked to have the
momentum back on its side.
Then things started to fall apart as the
Mavericks rallied to tie the game at 12-12.
"I made the mistake of thinking at 12-6, we
didn't have to wony," Glowatzke said. "I
thought we would fini sh the game out and get
First-year back row player Stephanie Fink dives for a dig attempt during the first back on track, but then our passing failed again
game of Wednesday's match with Mankato State University. The Huskies and our players started to panic.

ert

dropped the game 15-2 and lost the match in three games; 15-2, 154, 15-12.

First-year outside hitter Melissa Wright led
the Huskies with 11 kills. Wright said the team
was struggling with the fundamentals.
"In the third game, we were just lacking the
defense late," Wright said. "Overall, our
passing and our defense was off. We just let
too many balls drop."
The second game was almost identical to
the first as SCSU fe ll behind 6-0 before
scoring its first point.
The Huskies would lose the second game
15-4.
Glowatzke said the Mavericks made some
nice improvements since the first meeting of
the season, but the biggest rusappointment was
her team's play.
"Mankato passed the ball better and was a
lot quicker than we saw on the tapes,"
Glowatzke said. "What is disappointing is we
had studied and knew exactly where their
setter was going to dump the ball, and she was
dumping it exactly there and we were not there
defensively."
·
The only smiles the Huskies could get from
the evening came before the match when they
saluted seniors Juicy Viger, Sarah Strohschein,
and Yoko Nawataya, who were each playing
their final home match of their career.
'1t's tough to lose like that," Wright said.
"Especially for the seniors, because that is
their last home match of their career and the
match they will last remember at SCSU."
The Huskies will travel to Duluth, Minn.,
for the Minnesota-Duluth Invitational
beginning Friday and ending Saturday night.

SCSU returns home Soccer season ends with
SCSU plays first home game in three weeks
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

It was three weeks ago when the SCSU
football team last played a home game. It was
also three weeks ago when they picked up
their last victory in a 43-28 Homecoming win
over Augustana College.
.
Since then, the Huskies (3-4 North CentraJ
Conference. 4-5 overall) dropped road games
to the University of North Dakota and North
Dakota State University, spoiling any hopes
for a playoff run for the Huskies.
SCSU senior linebacker Jeremy Sinz said
the friendly confines of Selke Field will be a
pleasant sight Saturday afternoon.
"One of our goals at the beginning of the
year was not to lose a home game," Sinz said.
"So far, we are unbeaten at home and we are
all going to come out fired up."
The task, however, will not be an easy one
as the University of South Dakota (4-5 NCC,
5-4 ovcraJI) may have a losing record in the
conference, but they have outscored their
opponents 262- 169 for the season.
The high powered offense the Coyotes
have is a bit misleading as their I 08.9 average
yards passing per game ranks last in the NCC.
Sinz said the key to stopping the Coyotes
is to shut down their running game.
"We have to concentrate on the run," Sinz
said with no hesitation. "They do a ton of
misdirections and they have guys running
every direction, so we have to be on our toes
and each guy on defense will have to be doing
their jobs."

The CoyOles are led offensively by starting

quarterback Chris Miller and running back
Jared Schwenn.
SCSU Head Coach Noel Martin said the
Huskies will have to stop those players and
the Coyotes are much better than their 3-4
NCC record indicates.
"They just had North Dakota on the
ropes," Martin said. ''They have pretty good
speed and their quarterback does a nice job for
them. Our defense has its work cut out for
them."
The last time these teams met was a year
ago at Selke Field. In that game, USD came
away with a 38-3 1 double-overtime
victory.
Sinz said that game still sticks out in the
mind of the Huskies.
'That game is obviously on our minds,"
Sinz said. "A guy doesn't forget about
something like that. We just have to go out
and play hard and come away with a
victory."
One area the Huskies are hoping to reverse
from last weekend are the turnovers.
SCSU turned the ball over six times in the
31-0 loss to NDSU and Sinz said that number
will have to decrease.
"On offense, we have to make sure our
mechanics are ready," Sinz said. "On defense,
we have to make sure that we can try and
create some turnovers, and we put in a good
week of practice, so I feel 00th sides are
capable of doing that."
Saturdays game with USO is scheduled for
a noon kick-off at Selke Field.

two losses in Missouri
by Tyson Jahn
STAFF WRITER

The SCSU soccer team (6- 11-1 overaJI,
1-2 North Central Conference) finished its
season last weekend with two losses on the
road. The Huskies first lost was a tough 1-0
defeat to Quincy University on Nov. I, in St.
Louis, Mo.
.
"We played a little better with the tougher
competition," said SCSU Head Coach
Shellee Copley. "I think we played better in
the first game than we did in the second
game, partly because of the sloppy
conditions."
The Huskies played a very defensive
game, allowing JO shots on goal, opposed to
their nine shots, but let the game-winning
goal from Quincy slide past in the second
half.
"Our strategy was passing, definitely,"
said Copley. "We had a rough time with it
going more into the game, though, but we
played aggressive."
Quincy was very aggressive posting
15 fouls and having three ejections of
players, while the Huskies used more
sportsmanship and on ly committed
five fou ls and concentrated on the
game.
The Huskies got two goals last weekend,
00th which occurred in the Nov. 2 game
against Missouri-St. Louis, from first-year
player Becky Olson and junior Joan
·schatzlcin.
-

In the game SCSU posted 15 shots
against Missouri's 11, but SCSU lost to
Missouri 5-2.
"We played a pretty good series,
considering the conditions and the fact that
We were without our two top scorers, (Ann)
Hultgren (Paula) Lyson last weekend,"
mentioned Copley.
Copley said this season was a good
season, considering some of the changes that
the team went through.
"It was okay," said Copley. "We played
two teams that would soon be national
championship contenders, St. Joseph's
College and Truman State. Tilis year was a
good learning experience."
Some of the most improved players
throughout the season, mentioned by
Copley, were first-year defender Lisa
Carroll, first-year goaltender Jennifer Ring
and sophomore defender Bobbie Reis.
"It was a good bui!djng year and base to
start from because there are so many young
players on the team," said senior defender
Katie Brehm. "I'm glad to be a part of this
team."
Copley and Brehm agree and hope junior
forward Christina Fleischer, fi rst-year
midfielder Wendy Hultgren, and Lisa Carroll
will be back next year and maybe step up
and lead the team.
"We played together as a team," said
Brehm on the Huskies strategy this season.
"We played offense and scored as a team and
played as a team: '
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SCSU set for iirst road test W1H4J997
StaiulirJgs
Huskies hoping to tame Michigan Tech's top scoring line
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

After some good home cooking, the

SCSU hockey team will hit the road to hunt
down the Huskies - that is, the Michigan
Technological University Huskies.
It will mark the first road games of the
year for SCSU and head coach Craig Dahl
said he is excited to hit the road.
"It's our first road games of the year and I
am reaJ\y looking forward to it," Dahl said
"On the road, a bonding experience begins. It
is time for us to go on the road and this young
team just needs to play games in order to get
better."
During SCSU's homestand, it had a little
of everything.
The Huskies were swept in the first series
by the University of Regina
Then SCSU went unbeaten with a win and
a tie to Mankato State University, and last
weekend, the Huskies split in its Western
Collegiate Hockey Association opener with
University of Minnesota-Duluth.
"UMD kind of gave it .to us,'' Dahl said.
"We moved the puck around better last
weekend on the power play than the past, but
I plan on keeping the same units this
weekend and hopefully the power play
continues to improve."
Defensively, the Huskies (2-3-1 overall,
1-1-0WCHA) will have to be ready for MTU
(3-3-1 overall, 1-3-0 WCHA) as Tech has
two of lhe top scorers early on in the league.
Senior winger Andre Savage has four
goals and 10 assists in seven games
played and his linemate Bret Meyers,
senior, leads the WCHA in goals with seven.
Meyers also has four assists for 11

points.
Senior winger Sacha Molin said the key to
stopping MTU is stopping its top
line.
"Whatever line plays against them will
have to be more careful," Molin said. "You
really have to watch out for those guys,

because any one of those guys can put the
puck in the net."
Someone for SCSU will have to step up in
place for injured senior forward Jason
Stewart, who separated his shoulder last
weekend and plays on the Huskies' top
checking line.
Molin said the loss of Stewart will hurt,
but is confident someone will step in and do
the job.
"It is a tough loss," said Molin of
Stewart's injury. "We can't do anything alx>ut
it though, and we will just have to try and do
better and other guys will have to step up in
his place."
Stewart not only etayed on the ,top
checking line of sophomore Matt Bailey and
junior George Awada, OOt he was also tied for
the lead in goals with three.
'Thank goodness for the depth on
defense,'' Dahl said. "It would be nice to have

'Stewy' in there, but this gives some

guys up front a chance to see what they can
do."
While SCSU's power play has
fizzled
early
on
(l•for-21),
MTIJ's has sizzled, converting on 17-of-47
attempts.
DahJ
. said
MTU is
dangerouS
offensively, particularly on the manadvantage.
''They have 17 power play goaJs in seven
games," Dahl said. ''This year, they
seem much quicker and faster this
year and Savage has reall)' stepped to the
plate and scored some goals for them."
Molin said even though it is early, this
weekend on the road is a huge
weekend for them.
"It is important that we get off to a
good start," Mqlin said. "If you fall back
early in the beginning, it makes it
that much more difficult to get back up there."
Friday's game is slated for a
6:35
p.m.
start
and
Saturday
is 6:05 p.m.
Both games will be played at
the John Macinnes Ice Arena in Houghton,
Mich.
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... (Andre) Savage has really stepped to th{/late
and scored some goals for (M1U).
Craig Dahl
SCSU HOCKEY HEAD CoACH
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Can We

Know Right
from Wrong?
FIND Our Monday,

November 17, 1997
6:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Halenbeck Hall
SCSU Campus
Ticket Price: $5 with
SCSU Identification
Tickets on sale November 6. and
IO from IO a.m. to 2 p.m. in AMC

For more information
Call (:}20) 251-87ll
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Three years ago, junior · Becky Maxey
learned she was deaf - she smiled.
She has had a hearing aid since the age of
five, when she lost much of her hearing to a
severe ear infection. Between 1993 and 1996
she lost 70 percent of her femaining hearing
and some speech.
"Being hard of hearing is (being) stuck
between two worlds," Maxey said.
She explained when the doctor finally

confinned her deafness, she was happy she
had a label and finally belonged. Now, with
approximately 90 percent of her hearing

gone, Maxey is eligible for services available
to deaf people.
She is currently teaching those who can
hear to speak her language.
Maxey, freshman Kitty Monahan and
junior Tammy Dodge, are leading Silent
Expressions, a group which is devoting itself
to learning American Sign Language .and
building a bridge over the wall between deaf
and hearing cultures. They meet at 8 p.m.
every Tuesday night in the St. Croix Room of

Atwood Memorial Center.
Language is the m,ost obvious difference deaf people communicate using ASL Hand

Above, junior Becky Maxey teaches
sign language to the 15-20 members of
"Silent Expressions," on Tuesday at
8 p.m. in the St Croix room of Atwood.

Maxey started the class/club this year
wtth her own funds. At right, Maxey
and junior Tammy Dodge demonstrate

rnru@rr@
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signS replace words and the sentence grew out of a general interest shown by
structure differs greatly from that of students.
English.
"She's so glad that I'm learning and
"(Sign) should be a language that's showing interest- that I care enough to learn
offered just as readily as Spanish," Dodge her language," Dodge said.
explained.
Maxey explained it is
According to Maxey,
hard for her to know sign
the action verb comes
is not accepted as a
first in a sentence. For
second language.
example, saying "I saw a
The culture of the deaf
car accident while driving
is very different from that
in Los Angeles," would
of the hearing society be signed by some as
Maxey described deaf
"Driving
L.A.
car
people as the largest
accident saw I."
minority.
offered
In this way, sign
"We have our own
language utilizes fewer
little world," Maxey
words
and
greater
explained.
expression.
Tammy Dodge
Monahan has been
"Its more visllal,"
deaf since the age of one.
JUNIOR
Dodge said. "You can say
She, too, lost her hearing
things through sign that
due to an infection. She
you can't say through wri:mls."
St. Cloud Technical College offers cu~:,~~ao1t:~:.~~=~~~;af,
courses in sign language, however, the so she has always been a pan of that cultureprogram at SCSU is no longer in existence. however, her parents wanted her to go to
Dodge said the Silent Expressions group mainstream school.
"I was always a part of both worlds," she
explained.
Maxey and Monahan said being deaf is at
times awkward and isolating. They
experience a lot of discrimination because
many hearing people are unsure and afraid to
approach them.
'They don't make the effort to meet me,"
Monahan said, adding her life is happy
because she has always had good support.
Other differences within the deaf culture
include more nonverbal expression, ITK)re
touching and hugging, along with a greater
knowledge of others in the community.
"In the deaf world, it's n_ot like people
think," Maxey said.
Many people think deaf people hear
nothing. Maxey and Monahan, however, both

(Sign) should be a
. language that's
just as
readily as Spanish.

n,ew sign to the class while Killy
Monahan, co-president and freshman,
looks oh. Maxey reads lips and often

translates things heard to Monahan,
who can hear no high-pitched noises.
Dodge noted most people don1 even
realize Maxey is deaf.

Joel Lindgren, sophomore, makes the Adelman were practicing their signing
sign for "Jell;();'' while Michele technique. Many of the· club's
Adelmann, freshman, signs "kid," members attend for fun, but many
Tuesday night. Both Lindgren and

intend to use sign in their careers.

Silent Expressions Is in its third week
of learning sign language - two
chapters during each meeting. Tammy
Dodge, junior, said to join now and
avoid missing early lessons.
s:omplain of the noise pollution from
vibrations and- noises from things such as
shutting doors and clanging pans. She also
said movement can be distracting.
"I can hear a lot of things, but they have
to be loud, really loud," Monahan
explained, noting she'd be getting hearing
aids soon to restore and clarify some more
sound.
Maxey said she would not want to rejoin
the world of the hearing - she would rather
stay deaf and teach the hearing about her
culture. She plans to pursue social work_and
educate. She is excited by the turnout at Silent
Expressions.
"I really want to be able to communicate
with all people," Dodge said, explaining the
club's philosophy.
·
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They are bigger than Goo Goo Dolls
The ·wallflowers will perform .a December concerl in Halenbeck Hall, with a price tag of $65,000
by Tabitha Whissemore

place, is often busy with sporting
events.
"We had to accommodate The
1be Wallflowers concert is more Wallflowers'
schedule
and
than one month away, but Halenbeck's," Nord said.
University Programming Board is
Money was another big issue.
working overtime to make the show The cost of bringing in The
a memorable one.
Wallflowers and opener The
It was a slow process to bring Jayhawks is estimated to be around
the popular band to SCSU. It $65,000, with overhead. That came
started with the UPB Concerts as no surprise to Nord, though.
Committee
"It's what's
deciding who to
to be expected
bring in for a
for a band of
big concert. Big
this popularity,"
name groups
she explained
like the Indigo
According
about
Girls, Violent
to Nord, the
Femmes and
band does not
big
as
you
can
Matchbox 20
get paid until
were considered
after
the
at tl;Jis
early on.
concert, which
time.
When none
prevents UPB
or those bands
from having to
Amy Nord
were available,
borrow money
UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD from
UPB Graduate
the
Assistant Amy
university.
GRADUATE ASSISTANT
Norri called the
Any
upCreative Artist
front costs are
Agency
to
- being paid for
check on the Counting Crows. from the UPB budget.
She learned The Wallflowers
Jessica Bonertz, one of UPB's
were available for an SCSU concert coordinators, said 'ticket
appearance.
sales should balance out the cost
'They had IO possible dates of the concert. The biggest fear
open to choose from," said Nord. she and others have is not selling all
"Luckily, we found one that the tickets. With a concert this
worked."
size, though, she and Nord are
lt was not an e3..Sy task, anticipating a sell-out crowd.
considering Halenbeck Hall, the
"I -think the appeal for The
facility where the concert will take Wallflowers is huge," Bonertz said.

"Everyone is extremely excited
about the concert."
The last big concert at SCSU
was the Goo Goo Dolls.
At the time they came, however,
they were not as established as The
WaJlflowers currentJy are.
The show Was only opened up
10 · 3,000 audience members, and
the ticket price was much cheaper.
The upcoming concert, which
will be Dec. 18, will be open to
6,000 fans and as Nord said, will
cost much more. In order to break
even on the concert, tickel prices
are slightly higher than first
anticipated, ranging from $10-$14
for Sludents and faculty. Bonertz

STAFF WRITER

They're

as

said he believes the prices are still
very fair.
"H you were to see them in the
cities, tickets would probably be at
least $30," she said.
SCSU will be The WaJlflowers
last stop on their nationwide tour,
which should make the concert
even more successful.
·Of course, a sell-out crowd
means there is a need for
many volunteers. According to
Nord, there will be about I00
students .helping put the concert
together.
Anyone is welcome to help,
but
Nord said
volunteers
must be ready to help Yath the

planning of the show for the next
month.
"We need people who aren't just
in it for a free ticket," Nord
commented
All the planning and hard
work will be worth it, even if UPB
loses a littJe money, Nord said,
just to have The WaJlflowers at

scsu.
'They're about as big as you can
get at this time," she said.
Tickets go on sale for students
on Nov. 11 and will be opened up to
staffand community members in the
following days.
For more infornwtion. call UPB
at 255-2205.

get
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Russian Language Study

Day Buffet

The 1998 Russian Langliage Summer Study Tour
6 undergraduate credits
Tours of Moscow, St. Petersburg • $2,995

, This

Deluxe Buffet
•Prime Rib Au Jus
•Tender Chicken
Breast

Russian language study tour

in white wine sauce

_takes you off the beaten track to expe-

•Broiled Walleye
in lemon butter

rience daily life in Petrozavodsk, a

•Santa Fe Tortellini
•Garlic Whipped
Potatoes
•Steamed Vegetables
•Garlic Salad, Rolls
and Butter

friendly community north of St.
Petersburg.

You'll attend daily

language classes for
intermediates

and

beginners,
advanced

... $15.95

sors from the Karelian Pedagogical University. You'll also learn about

Russian culture (even Russian rock & roll), visit dachas with Russian
friends, ta~e' day trips• and still enjoy plenty of time to explore on your
own. And, yes, visits to Moscow and St. Petersburg are on the agenda, too. It's ,
a great way to earn foreign language credits and
find out what Russia is really like.

i

We Want Your Appetite! · 7

I At ~ the more you eat, the more you can I
:SAVE ! Pick up a Erfillll§.!11 Buyer Card and I
:
1begin saving with these mouth watering deals!
!Mega-Monday: Save 50 cents on every
I

:Monster Combo you can eat! No Limit!
:Two fill Tuesdil'.,'; 2 Boss Burgers for $2
1Works fill Me! )i\/ednesclil¼ Save 50 cents on
levery Works Combo you can eat! NO Limit!

:
:
1
·,

:Thristy Thursda:,,; Enlarge your drink for free:
:with aQy combo purchase
1Frisco 'Friday: Save 50 cents on all Frisco
1Combos you can eat! No Limit!

I

:
I
:

:
Lower Level Atwood Center-SCSU
J1
1L _______________________
.

Hardeei
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Winner
story spooks the house
.
by Mu;;ah Miller
STAFF WRITER

spooky story that would earn the
winner a first prize of $25 at Media
Play in St. Cloud.

Hot cider, a warm, lit fireplace,

For the various writers in the

cookies and plenty of spooky
storytelling.
These were all the components

contest, inspiration came from
different places and ideas, but
Herzing seemed to find a unique

was meant to be a scary story about
adolescents and the things they go
through. In the beginning, the main
character Russell is being picked on

by bullies at school. He makes a
wish that the bullies would die.
The leaves come to life and take
that set up the cozy, yet spooky angle. He was inspired by the the bullies, but it gets out of control,
environment in the Atwood Theatre season of lhe year.
and they start taking away the
Lounge for the fifth annual
"In the spirit of fall and mailinan, parents and many others.
"Spooky Story Cont.est" In
With his writing talent and
the spirit of Halloween, the
creativity, Herring created this
contest took place on .Oct.
first-pri ze story in three to four
30 and was sponsored by
hours time.
University Programming
Herzing took home the $25
Board.
·
Media Play gift certificate for
Students who entered
winning the contest and in the
the contest submitted a
process received some great
short story or poetry play
experience in writing and
that had a certain "spooky"
storytelling.
or "scary" nature. The items
However, UPB's Literary
were judged, then read and
Arts
Coordinator
Ruth
recited in the Atwood
Wollersheim, said the number
Theatre Lounge.
of students turning out for the
In previous years, three
event was smaller than
prizes (first, second and
expected.
third) were given to the
It is apparent that there are
contest entrants. However,
many events, contests and
this year was different. This
programs taking place. on
particular contest's judge
campus to promote different
chose an individual and the
majors, talents and groups.
story he wrote to be the
With these events happening.
winner.
all through -the year, tum-outs
The only judge was
could get larger.
Bernadette Wilson of
There
are
many
University Judicial Affairs.
:..._-~possibilities for stutfents
In addition, she is a Shane Opatz/PHOTO EDffOR
to participate in various
graduate .of the English
,
.
•
,
things happening around
program at scsu.
Maurice Herzing, senior, writes of seasons, campus.
According to UPB, leaves and menacing middle school bullies.
"An important thing to do
Wilson said all the stories
is to be aware of the
submitted to the contest were good, Halloween, I wanted to make a opportunities on campus for
but. she had one and only one seasonal horror story," said writing," said Herring. "A · writer
choice, because none of the others Herzing. "I wanted to write about should definitely try to write
stuck out like that one.
something that was everywhere."
as much as possible to practice
The story was written by
And that is what lie did. As a the craft, and to also start
Maurice Herzing, a senior majoring person looks: around in the season seeing these opportunities on
in EpgJish at SCSU. He is seeking a of autumn, what do they see? campus."
bachelor of science degree and Leaves. Many, many colorful leaves
Watch for posters and
would like to teach English.
rustling in the wind. The title oLthe advertisements for details on
Herzing learned of the contest story was ''The Russell of upcoming events on campus, or
through one of UPB's signs in the Leaves."
contact the UPB office at 255English Building for the five-page
According to Herring, the story 2205.
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Corne learn with us.

• Construction Technology
• Communication and
Marketing Tcchnolog'y
• Health and Human Service
• Information Technology
. • Manufacturing Technology
• Transportation Technology

ill
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Housing
EFACIENCIES
1-4 bdnn. eff. apts. Call 259-4841.
Plug-ins $20/garages $35.
3 SINGLE ROOMS

in a 3-bdnn. apt., in a, house.
Ll\undry, no pets. 253-5340.

1 BDRM. EFACIENCY APT.
in a house. Private bathroom and
kitchen. No pets. Parking 253-5340.
FURNISHED APT.
dose lo SCSU & downlown, offstreet parking'. Victorian home . $275. Plus elec. & TV. Prefer
professor, married couple, or
responsille lemales. Gall 252-3449.

_

HOUSE FOR RENT:
7-bdnn. house across from campus.
Available Sept. 1. Call Pat 2559585.
$185/MONTH FOR FALL ·97
single room in large 4-bdrm. apt.
basic cable, OW, micro. On bus line.
HIGH POINT APT. 259-9673.
WOMEN
tired of the noise and congestion?
We have a private room, with cable
TV, laundry, and GREAT location!
Cal! lor details... Bob 251-8211.

HIGH POINT APT.
rent your own room $185/month.
Includes basic cable, OW, micro.
Located on the Metro Bus line. close
to campus and downtown. Call 2599673.
1 & 2 BDRM. APTS.
a9ailable tor mature students in
quiet building. 12-mooth lease only.
Gall 240-9483.
2-BDRM.
in 4-plex by Halenbeck Hall.
Summer/lall. Gall 251-8941.
1'BDRM. APTS.
avail. 1211. $310 • $360, heal pd.
Near Cobcm's/0.T. Dan 255-9163.
SINGLE ROOMS
'$185/mo., close to campus, offstreet parking. Low security deposit.
Heat, water, garb~ge & cable
included. Kris 259-9673.
$$$$$EFFICIENCIES:
$200-summer, $275-fall. OIi-street
parking, $15. Call 259-4841.
WANTED: MALE ROOMMATES
.to share huge double room for fall
quarter, non-smoker. Call Greg 2673291 or255-1274.
3 SINGLE ROOMS IN A 3 BDRM.
APT.
in a house. Laundry, no pets. 2535340.
AVAILABLE:
large single rooms. Also 1 & 2-bdrm.
apts. on bus line. Riverside 2519418, or 251-8284.
$370/MO. 1-BDRM. APT.
$200 deposit, low app. lee. Includes
heat, water & garbage. S.E. location
on bus line. On-site laundry. 654-

8300.

Classifieds

1 & 2 BDRM. APTS.
close to SCSU, heat pd., on bus
line. Riverside Property, 251-8284,
or 251-9418.
---2-B_D_R_M_._$4_25/M_O
____
Forestview apts. S.E. location on
Campus Clipper bus line. On-site
laundry. Heat. water, garbage &
parkir,wplug-in included. 654-8300.
HUGE PRIVATE ROOM
in upscale rooming house, 51h Ave.
259-9434.
WEST CAMPUS
single rooms near Halenbeck.

$185/mo. heal pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.
LARGE SINGLE ROOM

with private balhroom and A/C lor
the student. Utilities included. 706
61h Ave. S. 252-9226.
FORESTVIEW
large 1 & 2-bdrm. apls. Free
reserved parking with plug-ins.
Quiet, walk-in closets ..On bus line.
Heat and water pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.
SHARED RENTAL
1 bdnn. in 4-bdnn. Avail. 1211. UII.
pd. free laundry, $225/mo. plus
deposit. 202-9598.

Policies:
• Deadline: Monday at noon for Thursday's editie'n and noon Friday for Monday's
edition.
•Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines: $2.
•Classifieds will not be accepted via phone unless an account has been
established with the University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the
door. Notices are free and run according to the amount of space.
For more information, call B~enda Hefllbin, Classifieds Manager, available at 2553943 or 255-2164, during business hours and ask for classifieds.
SUBLETS AVAIL
call today. All your housing needs,
251-1814.
CHARLAMAINE APTS.
1997 best choice. Across from
SCSU. Attractive, clean, quiet,
smoke-free, well cared-for building
with classic design. New unit and
common-area carpet. Practical price
and more perks like sundecks,
whirlpools, spa, OW, and micros.
Call 240-0234 lo take a lool
NO MORE ROOMMATES
spacious 1 & 2-bdrm. apts in 8-plex.
Private off street parking. Laundry,
heat pd. Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.

$100 OFF OF 1ST MONTH'S
SUB-LEASER NEEDED A.S.A.P.
RENT
51h Ave. apt. $215/mo., NICE! Close 1 & 2-bdrm. apts. on bus line. $370
to.SCSU, Call ~ry al (218) ~67- • $445/mo. Large rooms. Low
2868.
security deposits. Heat, water and
pd. Northern Mgmt. 654. SHARED RENTAL
4-bdrm. townhomes, with pool,
volleyball, by SCSU. Available
ROOMS FOR WOMEN
immediately, 252-2633.
close to _campus. Utilities pd.
Available immediately. Reasonable
IMMEDIATELY AND WINTER
rents. Short-term leases. Telephone
QUARTERS
252-6153, leave a message.
SGLS/DBLS, 3 & 4-bdnn. apts. Free
parking. Dan 255-9163.
1 STOP SHOPPING
WE HAVE rn 1,2,3 & 4 bdnn. apts.
1, 2, 3, & 4-BDRM. APTS.
with various floor plans and
now and 1211. Dan 255-9163.
amenities. Choose your size and.
style. Basic util.•pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.
SUB-LEASE SPECIALS
m/f, SGLS/DBLS. In house and
MALE TO SHARE 3-BDRM.
apts., campus neighborhood.
Several locations. Dan 255-9163.
HOUSE
with 2 olhers. Call 259-9434.
THE CASTLE
1 & 2-BDRM. APTS.
2 female roommates needed winter
quarter, to share 4-bdrm. apt. Dan $370-$445/mo. Large rooms and
255-9163.
closets. Lots of windows with blinds.
Off-street parking with plug-ins. Heat
2-BDRM. APTS.
pd. Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
1 block from campus. Newly
remodeled, large bdrm. 253-1154,
M&MSUITES
Select Prop.
one room eff. in clecin, quiet
building. Util., cable included. 259BENTONWOOD
9434.
2 bdnn. apts. S.E. St. Cloud. On bus
line $390 - $420. Heal pd. Juncl
AFFORDABLE
Hwy. 10 & 23. Avail. 1Cl'23, 11/1. 1 -& 2-bdrm. apts. on S.E. side.
Dan 255-9163.
$370-$445/rno. On bus fine. Heat,
water, garbage & parking pd.
BEACHWOOD
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
1 bdrm. apts. Avail. 1211. Near
1 & 2-BDRM. EFF.
D.T./Cobom's. Heat pd., $310 private arxf semi-private baths. Util.
$360. Dan 255-9163.
included. 259-9434.
4-BDRM. APT. $295/MO.
June, July and Aug. Basic cable
CAMPUS EAST
included, micro., OW, NC, mini- large 4 bdnns. with lwo lull balhs.
blinds, H~h Point Apartments. 259- Extra storage. DW, garages,
9673.
security. Heal pd. Resutts, 2530910.
DUPLEX 2ND FLOOR
4 bdnns. Avail. now. Dan 255-9163.
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WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
1-bdnn. $405. 1-bdnn. widen or 2bdnn. sm. $425. 2-bdnn. reg. $445.
2-bdnn. lg. or X-lg. $460. Pool,
ceiling fan, DW, on bus line, quiet
bldgs. Call 251-3617.
RESIDENT MGR.
for 4 apt. buildings. Live-in stlXlio
apt., heal pd., avail. 11/1/97, 2516005.
STATEVIEW
4 bdrm. units on campus. Two
showers, DW, micros., security.
Heal paid.~sults, 253-0910.
NOV. RENT FREE!
when leased through May. heal pd.,
water, parking pd. On-site laundry,
$225/mo. Call or leave message,
Jason 251-6518.
SUB-LEASERS NEEDED
for single rooms, heat pd., DW,
dose to campus. Conlact Equity
Investments Ltd., 203-n89.
PRIVATE ROOMS
in 4-bdrm. apts. Close to campus for
summer and fall. Includes heat, DW,
micro., AfC, mini blinds, laundry.
Yearly rates available. Campus
Quarters, 575 71h St. S. 252-9226
SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
4-bdrm. townhomes, individual
leases, $200/$235/mo. each. Gall
252-2633.
1 BDRM. APT.
subleaser needed $370/month, 9mo. lease. 1 mile from caJll)us, on
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,
water, garbage, parking included.
Call 654-1854.
FEMALE SINGLE ROOMS
$169 to $259. Furnished, laundry,
TV area, lg. rooms, flex. leases, heat
pd., u1il. _fixed $11. Parking, E~hlh
and Ninth Ave. 253-4222, Andy.
Model' College of Hair Design.
SINGLE ROOMS
1 bdrm. apt., close to campus. Call
Select Properties, 253-1154.
OLYMeIc11
3 - 4 bdrms. Near Hockey Center. 4bdnn. splrt units wilh lwo lull baths.
OW, micros., security, garages, and
ports. Heat paid. Results, 253-0910.
WINDSOR WEST
4 bdnn. Units and bfleve~. Two lull
baths. OW, m~ros., security. Heal
paid. Results, 253-0910.

4BDRM. APT.
avail. Oct. 1 or earliest. Located on
N. 3rd St. Close to Crossroads
Shopping Center, on bus line.
$600/mo. Call 259-1500 Jon.
SUBLl:-f SPECIALS
large 4-bdnn units one blocl< lrom
new library site on Fourth Ave. OW,
mcros., security, heal pd. Resutts
Property Management. 253-0910.

2 OR 3 BDRM. APT.
for winter quarter. Ask for Brenda
202-1080.

For Sale

"MAC PERFORMERS"
Apple SlyleWriter 11. 300 DPI, like
new. Black and white printer. Only
$120. Gall 65-k5021!, 251-n42 an<!_ask for Marge.

1988 PONTIAC SUNBIRD
4 dr. Runs great, $1400. 255-3563,
le<!ve message.
1985 MERCURY MARQUIS
78K, auto, ps, pw, great runner. Little
rust. Couple dings and dents. After
7p.m., call Dan 253-3586. $900 or

l>'o.

Personals
JESUS AND SATAN ARE
PRETEND
who was Jesus sacrificed to? If
Satan, then Satan is more powerlul
tha1 God. II God (i.e. JC), then God
tortured and murdered his own
family. Is the human sacrifice of
one's own child a perfect moral
example and pertect family value?
Is God so powerless that he could
not take away the sins (i.e.
disobediances) of the world without
torture and murder? There is no
reason to accept a guilt trip from a
blood thristy, torturing slaughterer of
his own family. Question.
UNIX IS THE ONE TRUE
RELIGION
all others are false. If you fail to
change your path you will be lost.
Many things are hidden to the nonbelievers. Be saved, seek fellowship
with Untted Unix Users in AtMC at
5 p.m. on Mondays. Near the stairs.
-Root

God loves lhe people of lhis
wor1d so very much that he gave
me, his only son, so that all those
who want to obey me shall have
eternal me and shall never die.
- Jesus of Nazareth

Thursday, November 6, 1997

Employment
BABYSITTER NEEED
IMMEDIATELY!
call 259-5688.
GROUP HOMES
serving
4
people
with
developmental disabilities have
openings for people interested in
working part time on the weekend.
Very nice working environment.
Wor1< with other dedicated staff in a
comfortable home atmosphere.
Very good starting salaries and
some positions may be eligible for
benefits. We will provide you with
training. WE pay you to go to
movies, ball games, picnics, etc.
Please apply at the Mother Teresa
Home, 101 1oth Ave. No., Cold
Spring or call for info. 685-8626. Or

apply at St. Francis Home 25 2nd
St. No. Waite Parkorca!I 251-7630.
Great resume builder.

EARN $500 OR MORE WEEKLY
stuffing envelopes at home. Send
long SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers, Sept. R40, 251 N.
Dupont Hwy., Suite 117, Dover, DE
19901.

RESIDENT MGR.
for 4 apt. buildings, live-in studio
apt., heat pd., avail. 11/1/97, 2516005.
CARETAKER TEAM
S.E. side student-housing complex.
Partial rent credit for 2-bdrm. apt. for
caretaking and snow-removal
duties. 654-8300.
$1 ,500 WEEKLY
potential mailing our circulars. Free
info. Call 410-783-8275.
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SPRING BREAK '98
free food and drinks! Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida
from $399 and up. Organize a small
group & travel FREE! Highest
commisions & lowest prices! Call
Surf & Sun Tours to become a
campus representative (800) 5747577.
$1000 POSSIBLE TYPING
part time. At home. Toll Free
(1)800-218-9000 Ext T-3883 for
listings.
MONEY
new fast growing comp. is looking
for self-motivated people w/
leadership qualities to help
expansion. Will train. Flex. hrs.
(612) 556-4722.
EARN MONEY AND FREE
TRIPS!!
absolute best SPRING BREAK
packages available!! INDIVIDUALS,
student ORGANIZATIONS or small
GROUPS wanted!! Call INTERCAMPUS PROGRAMS at 1-800327-6013 or http://www.icpt.com
S1 ,000s POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
Toll tree, (800) 218-9000 ext. R3883 for listings.

Attention

FREE T-SHIRT +$1000
credit card fund-raisers for
fraternities, sororities 7 groups. Any
campus organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping
$5/VISA appl. Call 1-800-932-0528
ext. 65. Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT.
TYPING.
fast, accurate, professional. Call
240-2355.
OVERLOADED!?
need someone to type for you?
Resumes, papers, speeches. Call
Paul at 255-3507.
EARN $750-$1500,WK.
raise all the money your group
needs by sponsoring a VISA
fund-raiser on your campus. No
investment & very little time needed.
There's no obligation, so why not
call for info. today. Call 1-800-3238454 X95.
PARKING AVAIL
1 block from campus, $15/mo. Call
Select Properties, 253-1154.
GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free
(1)800-218-9000 Ext. H-3883 tor
current listings.
DISTINCTIVE RESUMES
student packages. 240-2355.

SPRING BREAK '98
Mazatlan with College Tours airfare,
7 nights in hotel, transfers, parties.
For brochure or earnings FREE trip. ...
1 - 8 OO- 3 9 5 - 4 8 9 6 .
(www.colfegetours.com)

SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDs. Your Area. Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for
current listings.
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SPRING BREAK WITH
MAZATLAN EXPRESS
from $399. Air, 7 nights in hotel, free
social-hour parties/$69 party
package, discounts. (800) 3664786. http://www.mazexp.com

FREE CASH GRANTS!
college, scholarships, business,
medical bills. Never repay. Toll free
1-800-218-9000 ext. R-3883 for
listings.
CAMPUS ALCOHOLICS
ANONYMOUS
has a new meeting time. Now
Mondays at 3 p.m. in Newman
Center, Classroom C.

WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
for help and hope, call St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hr.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Germain St., Suite 205, St.
Cloud.

THIS SPACE COCLD BE
YOURS!!
*HOUSING
"'ATTENTION
*E.\1PLOY~IE~T
*PERSO~ALS
"FOR SALE

TOM'S BARBERSHOP
two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 2517270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on
Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard
Headquarters and all other
students, $5. All other weekdays,
$6.

CALL 255-3943, FOR
CLASSIFIEDS.

ANN IVE RSARV
HAIR CARE "SALE"
AVEVA F
15 % 0 F

i-

1nat11

40%

l-';;.~
Haircuts

---r;o;--~o/ '-gfj.f

$15. 1
j
~____,-

All hair colorm

15. off

Tips

: ~:~~~e

A\I n and

We~':us 3~% off
I I

$19.

na..LJL

usebyJan.1 51

~

._~fiiok~cl',_r~
~ -...5'¾,o//lltf.l

$19.

~:~:ing 10:~:sion• I ~

'.l-l1/. ctf

~~_,J_,.-

W0:;av.1ng
Foil $29.

Nail Care

vau1 "'-'tchell

)

-~

•

RedkeO
25'/, off

peci.aei.A tA

$15.

7th and Division

Open every evening

253-8868

~-·.
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Univer~ity Village Townhomes
Openings for the 1997-1998 school year
Four bedroom townhomes for individual or
groups up to four.
C,o.sme.,totoq'( Cl<lbt> . t .
pt0ftJ.Sbl0l1QI ho,lt dt,t>lql1, l10,ll
ttJChl10IO<!'( Qf't, 'CIJ.tft,fltly fll.11 .••
Write or call now for free
class information regarding
January. March. and April classes.
25:3-4:222 Admissions

I "3'""'Q'""'½"""o_O....,f=f~

!:~~,~
on Sale!

(320) 253-4222

M

Campus Clipper and Metro Bus service
with three trips per hour to SCSU
Features Include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heated Swimming Pool
Sand Volleyball Court
Free Parking/Outlets
Heal and Waler Paid
Phone/Cable in Bedrooms
Ceiling Fans in Bedrooms
Keyed Bedro om Locks
Microwave/Dishwasher
Air Conditioning
Large Slorage Hoom
Frost Free Refrigerator
Laundty Facilities
Vending Mac:hines
Individu al Leases
Pleasanl/Quiel Atmosphere

For Adalt lloU$ing at Its Beist, Calf 262-2633
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